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I've been hearing some nonsense from some people here, that "Gods will do this
and Gods will do that" if you "take the Vaccine". The situation is bad as it is. The
Gods are not going to explicitly punish anybody over this, or other nonsense
specifically in many cases with half a brain and a lot of zealotry carelessly.

They Gods can see everything, and they therefore, DO know that many are
subjected to this fate.

The Gods are not going to "abandon" or "punish" anyone over this. The situation
is very difficult as is, with hundreds of millions who will be unable [or forced to
indirectly even die] to take this or not.

While others may die from...Unforeseen events. A mutation from all this rampant
YOLO vaccination maybe? Make no mistake anyway, that these times are
strange and weird as everyone can understand. An example, there are about 30k
dead people in Europe from the vaccine.

That's only from the numbers circulating around. How many have not been written
down? On the contrary, how many have been written as dead from "Co-Vid" to
keep this strange political narrative going?

Others, if things go too far, may die from either the virus, some strange mutation,
or even from the measures imposed by governments. Many flung themselves and
committed suicide because they couldn't bear the oppressive measures. The list
goes.

One's primary goal should be to remain safe, sound, alive, and as much as
possible away from all this madness for the time being. And doing the maximum
amount of the warfare we know, so that we go through this dark period with the
least damage. But there will be damage for many on earth, that is unavoidable.

All of this, is attacks of the rights of people and the rights to health, and the NWO
is showing teeth right now. This is a war that is happening, and many will not
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have the luxury to evade every single blow.

In the same way, the Gods are not going to blame a warrior that is hit from a
bullet [these actions are aggression from the JWO] during times where their
warfare against people is rampant.

However, if you sit there, you are a free adult, have other alternatives, and do
nothing to avoid this, or you simply cave in to peer pressure, or you have the
ability to delay or stop this, and you are sitting on your ass, doing nothing and in
particular only having it to "Not be assed", be prepared, because none of this is
the end: The more people consenting with this, the more the perpetual and
unending rape of human freedoms is going to continue.

The above also would not be a pleasing temperament to have for the Gods. So if
you ever ended up anywhere, and you needed to do something good and
necessary, you would simply not do it to avoid your boredom being affected?
Then one has a lot to learn. That's not the way one should behave when it comes
to power, freedom, evolution and the like.

This is the slob's way of damning sloth and oftentimes, ends up in disasters for
people who follow this mindset about life. So be aware of this.

In regards to freedom and restraints, it's all being open in the arena right now.

This may go as far as parents vaccinating little children, who will never be asked.
These children by definition cannot have a say in this. The same goes for many
teenagers who might become social outcasts, be kicked out of school, or who
knows what else. In some places in Europe, if one gets into an accident, they
may not be admitted in hospitals [Socialism at work here, the public healthcare
system might be enforced into a Co-Vid "Free" only acceptance of patients etc.].

However, willingness to participate in this, and just doing whatever the enemy
says, is not favorable to do. In fact, if you can do otherwise, or you are in the
United States, or in any other place where this will not be enforced, and you go
do this, you are at best, acting in a very naïve fashion. It sets a dangerous
precedent for everyone's life and in the future to have rights and to purposefully
deny them.

Generally, the masses are enforced and pushed to do exactly the worst of things.
This includes health. If you follow the way of the "masses" here, chances are,
many will be exposed to danger.



Also, one must bear in mind, that if you are able and free to act, and you simply
go take it, you take responsibility for your own sake and health, as this is a
medical decision. There will be no liability of anyone, governmental or otherwise,
if one makes the decision to take part for whatever reason into an experimental
vaccination program. Because this is what this is.

We are aware that worldwide there are many people organizing against this
butchering of freedoms. We are for this. The freedoms will never come back
without these events, and if the enemy consents, this will be permanent.
According to the NWO, they want to continue this situation indefinitely.

It's important to take responsibility of one's own decisions and actions, and this is
one of these times. The more capable you are of self-responsibility [adult, free,
financial power etc.], or the less free [early teen, others decide, you cannot refuse
without homelessness or even imprisonment, the list goes], will determine how
the Gods will look at the situation.

In regards to blockheads who think that everything in this life can be refused, I am
sorry to say, but this universe has a Saturn and some houses in astrology that
deal with what is "unavoidable". Saturn in Aquarius itself [torturer of freedoms and
human rights] is currently having a party as a grim reaper in the sign. Currently,
it's hovering over the deadly 9th degree, and it will be going back and forth there
for a while.

Restrictions, forced choices, having to step out of boundaries by force to gain
one's freedom, or other players such as Nations trying to boss people around to
do specific things, are all part of this. The enemy is also up there, and in many
Nations, many will be forced into this, in extortion based ways, such as losing
one's job, and if this goes too far, who knows? Separating parents from children?

The enemy has no limits. The resistance they will meet and our spiritual warfare,
will be the ONLY deciders of limits.

As it goes, even blood might be spilled with the social divisions and apartheid
laws they are creating, and this will only be the beginning. Many people ask why?
Well, because the JWO is here and people have to see it.

Lastly, in regards to the Gods, what they expect from people is not what people
cannot do, but they expect you to do what you CAN do. This is what will matter a
lot to them, because they care how their own respond to these circumstances.



This is what separates the strong from the weak.

For example, don't sit there like a cucked chicken and let anyone do whatever
they please to you. Use your magick as much as possible to evade the so called
"Vaccination", if you don't want to. If you fail and you are literally "FORCED", you
tried.

Up to now, what people refer to as "FORCED", is telling your peers no, or having
a little disagreement, or experiencing some peer pressure. That's not really that
much force. Maybe there are ways around this? One has to think.

FORCED literally should mean, one will get seriously deprived, harmed, die, or
have their freedoms literally squashed if they refuse. It's not about someone a
high pitched voiced leftist whining to you for half an hour about "why" this and
"why" that.

One has to stop thinking with feelings of dread based on the news here. They call
this FORCED, MANDATORY, UNAVOIDABLE. But is it TRULY? Or they are
trying to convince you, to get you to do this anyway?

In many Nations, that is the case. In others, this is objectively getting to the point
where "FORCE" will have the objective meaning of the word.

As a final note, some people say that they want to do this because they wanna
drink coffee or some stuff. I won't judge the general public on this, many are total
NPC's that will only do as they are told. They would take a pill with 50% chance of
killing themselves so that their Netflix isn't cut or something.

However, as a Satanist, it's important to understand the value of freedom, and if
needed, sacrifice, in order to maintain this. If one only wanted convenience and to
be a slave, these tend to go together, and in some cases, you have to reduce
convenience to escape slavery.

In my personal view, they can shove their "coffee shop" up their worthless anus,
and I will not subject myself to dubious medical procedures for things as frivolous
or as stupid as a coffee or whatever. Only the cucks of this century would
legitimately do anything they are told over a literal cup of coffee. Prisoners in
goddamn prisons, do way less for a cup of coffee.

THIS IS NOT A FREE SOCIETY WE ARE GOING INTO.



For reasons of legality of communication in the forum, there are things we cannot
condone and do. Everyone must go to the Gods and also, consult your own local
doctors, lawyers, laws of your Nation etc.

In France for example, they drafted a bill where this says that people who are
infected, can be "isolated" without their consent. This could be utilized to literally
blame people for "Co-Vid" and disappear them in facility, for example. One has to
think cleverly here for their individual and family situation, and think what is the
best solution to circumvent this potential reality from occurring. There are more
than one ways to deal with this.

You have the Gods, you have magick, and many of you here have cleverness and
many other means at your disposal. USE THEM.

We will take the spiritual measures necessary for this as we have been. This plan
has been on the works for decades by the enemy, and we are witnessing this
now. It was not decided last year or the year before.

Above all, remember, most of this, is not about the "Shot" itself. It's about a
universal war against the freedoms of humanity going in the future. What matters
is establishing some red lines into this territory for now.

This is WAR FOR EVERYONES RIGHTS, it is not PEACE, and many things that
people worldwide do not like *ARE* going to occur, unless people FIGHT BACK.

Stay strong, be smart, and stay close to the Gods for the best outcomes.
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